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The cattle industry has changed as much over time as any other industry. For example: shipping by rail to trucks, farmer feeders to larger feeding operations, horse power to mechanized machinery, flaked rations and feeder trucks.

If we take in new information and adjust our lives or method of operation, we have changed. Whether we want to or not, we adjust to the future. “Change is the process by which the future invades our lives.”

Writer Alvin Toffler, a famous futurist, professor of astronomy and former editor of *Fortune Magazine*, was known for discussing the digital revolution, and the changes it was creating. One of his early books, “Future Shock,” was published in 1970, 37 years ago.

At the start of reading Toffler’s book about the future in 1970, his predictions seemed almost strange. But, by the time the book was finished, it was plain the changes he talked about were taking place, and they still are. It wasn’t just the changes, but of equal importance was his explanation of what had taken place at the time, and how it was shaping our future. He said, “change is not merely necessary to life – it is life.”

For instance he said: Man has only invented three things:
1. The use of Fire.
2. The making of tools, and
3. The transistor.

The first two were easily understood at the time. The third was new.

The transistor – was the early stage of the computer chip. Invented in 1947, which produced the first programmable computer in 1948, which led to the internet as we knew it in 1993, and the digital revolution continues.

Toffler at the time, couldn’t predict the extent we would utilize the computer or how it would be utilized in the cattle industry, for research, tracking results, grading or cattle I.D, and other uses.

One of the other things Toffler said, “The time between original concept and practical use has been drastically reduced.” Accessible knowledge and communications have played a big part in change. We now expect rapid change by the use of technology.

As an example: The first self propelled combine was built in 1886, but the first patent was issued in 1814. The first commercial production was in 1937 in Canada, a 123 year laps.

The first typewriter was patented in 1714, but it was the mid 1800’s before it was available. With cell phones and the internet, everything moves faster. Instrument grading is moving fast. It’s not going to take 123 years before we have it. In fact, we do now to a limited extent.

It has taken 58 years for digital technology to reach its present state. Cell phones, faxes, computers and the internet are only in the infant stage of development and use.

Eventually we will be able to track the mass of data and separate all the variables that may influence cattle performance.

With the use of the cattle I.D. system, the history of each animal, birth date, when and how long they grazed, which type of forage, weaning, backgrounding, vaccinations, trucking, weather factors such as humidity, temperature, sunlight exposure, the list goes on and on.

Do cattle all have the same genetic capability? There has to be variables we’re not seeing which make a big difference. In the future we will use more information and technology which will make life more interesting, predictable and profitable for all of us and the cattle industry. Instrument grading, cattle I.D. and DNA profiling are good examples.
Nuflor Antibiotic Begins Killing BRD Bacteria in 30 Minutes

The FDA has verified NUFLOR antibiotic’s power to kill *Mannheimia haemolytica* and *Histophilus somni* — two of the bacteria that cause BRD. NUFLOR antibiotic begins killing within 30 minutes and eliminates 99.9% of the bacteria in 24 hours.

For long-lasting treatment, NUFLOR antibiotic also inhibits *Pasteurella multocida* for a total of four days.

Take control of BRD fast and keep it under control with NUFLOR antibiotic.

See your veterinarian for NUFLOR antibiotic.

---

1 Exhibits bactericidal activity against some strains of *Mannheimia haemolytica* and *Histophilus somni*.
2 Testing demonstrated that 99.9% of the bacteria were killed within 24 hours. Data on file at Schering-Plough Animal Health Corporation.

Copyright © 2007, Schering-Plough Animal Health Corporation. All rights reserved. NUFLOR is a registered trademark of Schering-Plough Animal Health Corporation. SPAH-NFL-546

Do not use in female dairy cattle 20 months of age or older, as use in lactating dairy cattle may cause milk residues. Not for use in cattle of breeding age. Do not use for calves to be processed for veal.

Full product information found on page 6.
As we enter the winter season, many state and local cattlemen’s and allied industry groups are busy with their annual conventions and trade shows. The season usually culminates with the Cattle Industry Annual Convention and NCBA Trade Show in late January or early February. These conventions and the trade shows associated with them present cattlemen with an excellent opportunity to catch up with old friends and familiarize themselves with new information and technology available to our ever-changing industry.

As I began to prepare this article, I reflected back on my first experience at NCBA. The year was 1996. I was then an undergraduate and had a pot load of steers consigned to video auction on one of the trade show days. Needless to say, all the industry people I met, the commercial exhibits, and vast amount of information to be gathered, somewhat overwhelmed me. I spent the majority of three days wandering around, visiting the exhibits with the most “bells and whistles,” and trying to learn, and see, and do all that I could. Looking back, I am quite sure that I would have been much more efficient and much less tired if I had taken the time to prepare.

According to an online article by Susan Friedmann, it is estimated that 39 percent of all trade show attendees spend less than eight hours actually at the show. At trade shows, time is at a premium. In order to get the most from a trade show, have a clear strategy in mind. This means knowing what you need to accomplish before, say, all the industry people I met, the commercial exhibits, and vast amount of information to be gathered, somewhat overwhelmed me. I spent the majority of three days wandering around, visiting the exhibits with the most “bells and whistles,” and trying to learn, and see, and do all that I could. Looking back, I am quite sure that I would have been much more efficient and much less tired if I had taken the time to prepare.
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during, and after the show.

Before you go, try to secure a hotel adjoining or very near the convention center. While planning, list your personal and professional goals as they pertain to the trade show and begin to budget your time. Make use of pre-convention materials for research, and then prepare a list of exhibitors categorized as “must-visits” and “want to-visits.” Once this list is completed, think of specific questions to ask at each stop. This will help to maximize efficiency by minimizing unproductive conversation. Consider making appointments with some of your “must-visits”, especially if a business relationship already exists. If the trade show seems too large, think about using a “divide and conquer” strategy using friends, family and/or coworkers. Use a show guide or map and plan your route. Bring along a light bag to carry all the free “stuff” that you obtain and plenty of your business cards. Remember to wear comfortable shoes as trade shows are often large and can be tiring, especially for us “country folk” not as accustomed to walking on concrete.

At the trade show, check your coat and bag. As you go along your planned route, don’t just grab any material that you can, rather take only what is relevant. Offer your business card and ask that additional information be mailed to you so you have less to carry. Use the trade show to comparison shop, research a project or product, and to gather information about your competition, but don’t be too obvious. Don’t be hesitant to ask for samples, demos, trial offers and pricing. If possible, take advantage of any show specials and become familiar with the latest industry trends. There are often opportunities to attend educational seminars, symposia, or workshops held in the trade show area. Seize the opportunity to meet in person and “put the face with the name” of those you may already do business with. Before leaving, be sure to complete the exit questionnaires in order to let the organizers know what you think.

After the show, categorize all the materials that you obtained and make notes while the experience is fresh in your mind. Denote particularly effective displays, concepts, or materials that you encountered. Be sure to follow-up, where appropriate with any contacts that you made. If you contact an exhibitor after the show, remind them where you found out about their product or service. Keep in mind that a trade show is not just a gathering of representatives and potential customers; it’s an experience. With some research and proper planning, your time at the trade show can be much more productive and pleasant.

---

**Thinking Of a New Mill?**

**Stay Competitive**
Cut overall cost by 2/3 over your current air lift batch mill. Over the commodity bay system eliminates most moving parts, saves energy and cuts maintenance.

**Systems That Work For You**
Stationary mixer or on the truck mixing, automatic loading of liquids and dry supplements, computerized batching, radio controls, and other options are available.

**Super Heavy Duty**
Nothing is marginal, built to last. Concrete has double rebar mats – heavy support buttresses – heavy pipe guards. Our mills are the heaviest in the industry. You get longer life – Lower maintenance – Better flakes – Lower cost per ton of production.

**Designed To Fit Your Needs**
Whether you are feeding 5,000 or 100,000 head, we can design and install a mill to fit your specific needs

**Gearn Flaking Mill And Steamchest**
The Gearn Mill is the heaviest in the industry. Great care is taken to make sure the rolls are absolutely parallel. The very heavy frame has been machined in and not just welded up, to ensure alignment. The steamchest is insulated, weather proofed and is made of stainless steel. The increased diameter steamchest provides a longer retention time with a more complete cook and consequently a better flake with less energy. The dual drive motors will lower your electric bill by lowering the demand charge, which is a high percentage of the electric bill.
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Producers who have experienced anaplasmosis in their herds may look toward preventative measures. A common approach is to supplement cattle with an oral antibiotic (chlortetracycline, CTC) in either free choice mineral or a range meal supplement, according to sources with the Arkansas Ag Extension. Keep in mind that a common mistake is feeding a mineral supplement that DOES NOT contain a sufficient level of CTC. This means the mineral label should indicate a use for anaplasmosis prevention, and the feeding directions should provide consumption indications for cows of various weights.

Since consumption can vary with free choice minerals, and some cows may not even consume the mineral at all, the second most convenient method of supplying CTC is purchasing a commercial range meal. Range meals are traditionally fed to supply supplemental protein when forage quality diminishes during mid to late summer. Consumption of range meals is greater than free choice minerals, and hand-feeding daily in a trough will provide a more consistent consumption. The salt in the range meal also helps prevent overeating at the bunk by boss cows.

Producers who regularly fertilize pastures may not see the benefit from added protein supplementation on forage intake and digestibility. A custom supplement blend utilizing loose soybean hulls, ground corn or rice bran as an alternative, cheaper carrier feedstuff may be preferred in this situation.

One should note, the less concentrated a medicated feed additive becomes, the greater the cost of the medication on a per unit basis. For example, the cost per unit of CTC in a 4-gram crumble will usually be more expensive than the cost of CTC in a 50-gram formulation. However, more concentrated forms of medicated feed additives become difficult to mix on-farm, especially if mixing small batches. In the end, purchasing a commercially prepared supplement (mineral or meal) may be the best manageable practice.

Since blood-sucking insects can be carriers of the disease, pesticide applications will limit disease exposure. A number of useful application methods for insecticides such as sprays, pour-ons, spot-ons, dust bags, back rubbers, feed supplements and ear tags are available. When using insecticides, you should always follow the manufacturer’s recommendations to maximize treatment results.

---

**Every shot counts against BRD**

**Bovine respiratory disease (BRD)** remains a serious threat to any producer’s bottom line. A recent real-world feedlot study with 4,000 calves demonstrated a reduction in BRD-associated costs by more than $14 per head when Presponse SQ was combined with existing BRD control measures.*

*Add Presponse SQ vaccine to limit BRD losses.*


---

Contact your veterinarian or animal health supplier to add another shot in your battle against BRD.

FortDodgeLivestock.com
Don’t let ‘em leave home without one!

If you have calves to market, don’t let them leave home without an AngusSource® tag. AngusSource adds value to your Angus-sired feeder cattle and replacement heifers by:

- Guaranteeing Angus genetics
- Verifying source and age
- Opportunity to qualify for Certified Angus Beef® regardless of hide color

“We know there is value in the tag and the source of the cattle is verified. Since Beller Feedlot is recognized as the first AngusSource approved feedlot supplier for packers, we have seen premiums of $15-25 per head.”

—Mike & Terry Beller, Beller Feedlot, Lindsay, Nebraska

Visit www.angussource.com to download a producer enrollment form or call 1-816-383-5100 for more information.
American-style Feedyard Finds Way to Ukraine

by Loretta Sorensen

A Yankton, SD, engineering firm is helping a Ukrainian company bring beef—and lots of it—to their country.

Dan Eisenbraun, engineer and owner of Eisenbraun and Associates, said JSC Mironovsky Hlebo-produkt chose his firm to design and build a 50,000-head feedlot near Kiev after conducting a worldwide search for an engineering company with experience in feedlot construction. JSC leads the Ukraine in poultry production and operates one of the country’s biggest oil mills.

“This company knows their countrymen have a great desire to live the Western lifestyle,” Eisenbraun said. “Beef is a big part of that lifestyle.”

Most of the Ukraine’s beef, which is not high quality, is raised by individual producers. Often the supply comes from dairy cattle that weren’t suitable for the dairy industry, which accounts for the lack of quality.

In addition to the quality of the beef, the quantity being produced is not near enough to allow for making beef part of the country’s daily diet. Chicken and swine, which are more prominent in the country’s diet, are currently more costly than beef.

A lack of modern agricultural equipment and outdated farming practices also play a role in the low quantities of beef available to the public.

“It’s an interesting clash in cultures,” Eisenbraun said. “Most of the people in rural areas have a few cows, five or six in a herd. They farm small plots of ground and have a pig or two, and maybe some chickens. They all seem to have large garden plots. There are fresh vegetables everywhere.”

Because Eisenbraun and his engineers have worked with numerous feedlot projects, they’re familiar with laws surrounding development of this kind of project.

“The Ukraine doesn’t have the same kind of regulations we have in the States,” Eisenbraun said. “But
this company is well aware that Europeans are very environmentally conscious. They want to construct the facility to make it as environmentally friendly as possible.

The feedlot design encompasses 593 acres. It includes approximately 200 lots that will each hold 200 head of cattle. When the project is completed, it will feature 10 miles of feed bunks and more than 31 miles of fence. There are few buildings in the project, but it does include silos and grain bins.

Among the hurdles Eisenbraun’s company has encountered are cultural differences in the construction process. They’ve learned that a foreign approach to construction can vary greatly from American’s traditional processes.

“In the Ukraine they use concrete for everything,” engineer Todd VanMaanen said. “We discovered they don’t build fence like we do, and they’ve run into some trouble hiring contractors for the work they need. There aren’t a lot of construction companies there like you find in the States. They’ve had to do some searching to find contractors.”

The Ukraine gained independence from the Soviet Union in 1992. While it was under Soviet rule, the Ukraine was known as the Communist’s bread basket. The soil is very fertile, with several feet of topsoil in many areas. Because of the quantity of grains produced there, JSC will obtain feed products from the local area. They will use a mix of corn, sunflower meal, wheat, milo, and barley.

Nutrients generated by the feedlot will be recycled into JSC Mironovsky Hleboprodukt Farms. The company owns approximately 148,000 acres in the Ukraine. Unlike their farming neighbors, JSC uses the latest types of farming equipment.

“When we were there we saw a lot of their equipment,” engineer Mark Johnson said. “They have 17 Caterpillar Challengers and brand new combines.”

Construction plans for the feedlot have been delayed due to a stalled land purchase. Eisenbraun expects that their firm will complete some redesign once JSC acquires an alternative property next to their feedlot site.

Once the first feedlot is completed, Eisenbraun’s firm will work with JSC to complete three more similar projects. As far as Eisenbraun knows, once the feedlots are completed, they will comprise the largest feedlot operation in Europe. He and his firm are looking forward to the opportunity to be involved in the development of JSC’s venture.

“Part of their challenge will be to make beef affordable and get people to say ‘Beef, it’s what’s for dinner.’ Time will tell, but it’s certainly exciting to have the opportunity to work with a company like this,” Eisenbraun said.

**CONSISTENT RELIABLE PERFORMANCE**

Customers of Warren White, M&6 Cattle Feeders, Inc., will tell you they come back for one reason, “M&6 takes care of business.”

M&6 Cattle Feeders is committed to adding value to your cattle.

M&6’s commitment to cattle performance is something they demand and a part of that commitment is feeding Micro-Cell from Lallemand Animal Nutrition.

www.lallemand.com 1-800-692-4700

Micro-Cell is a registered trademark of Lallemand.
There’s been a lot of talk about tenderness in the beef industry lately. Tenderness markers have been identified and bulls are marketed with much fanfare surrounding this single trait. So tenderness must be king with the consumer, right?

Not so fast, says Mark Miller, San Antonio Livestock Show distinguished professor of meat science at Texas Tech University. “Beef can fail due to flavor, too,” he says. “Once there’s enough tenderness across the industry, then we have to focus on the flavor.”

Recent Texas Tech University research shows that 1,440 consumers actually placed more value on flavor than on tenderness. The grand summary says flavor held 59 percent of the importance in determining if a cut of beef met the participant’s satisfaction level. Tenderness came in second at 25 percent, followed by juiciness. “They varied a little, but flavor and tenderness were the most important in every demographic,” he says.

“When 90 percent of the beef in the U.S. meets tenderness thresholds, flavor is going to become the most important driver,” he says. Although more research needs to be done on what factors influence beef’s taste, Miller has an idea of where to start. “We know marbling has a big effect on flavor,” he says. “A higher degree of marbling increases the flavor,” he says.

The Texas Tech take-home point, Miller says, is that consumers don’t just want tender beef; they want tasty, tender beef. The industry must maintain its focus on assuring tenderness while facing the fact that it must add more focus on marbling.
Waiting on a slow-acting treatment for BRD can make you crazy.

We have your therapy.

Unlike some mass medications, a good first-line therapy drug needs to work fast, like Baytril® 100 (enrofloxacin). It goes directly to infected lung tissue and kills BRD-causing bacteria fast. Cattle feel better in a matter of hours and get back to work in a day.* Why drive yourself nuts waiting on a slow-acting therapy? Baytril 100. Right the first time.* Extra-label use of this product in food-producing animals is prohibited. Animals intended for human consumption must not be slaughtered within 28 days from the last treatment.

*Bayer HealthCare LLC, Animal Health Division, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66213, BAYOG, Bayer, the Bayer Cross, Baytril and Right the first time are trademarks of Bayer.
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When like-minded producers work together, they can accomplish more than the sum of their individual efforts.

That’s why Certified Angus Beef LLC (CAB) launched the Feedlot Licensing Program (FLP) in 1999. It gathers information on management and genetics of Angus-type cattle in 63 feedlots in 12 states. More than that, it provides many good examples of cooperation.

“We’re all about a quality endpoint,” says Gary Fike, CAB feedlot specialist. “We’re interested in talking to managers of yards who want to dedicate at least part of their business to getting the most out of high-quality, Angus-influenced cattle. Especially those who like the interaction with cow-calf producers.”

The license defines the terms for FLP participation, including use of the CAB partner logo.

“We work more closely with these feedlots to help them collect data which they can use to manage cattle for Certified Angus Beef, brand premiums,” says Fike. Of course, cattle don’t have to be fed at CAB-licensed feedlots to be eligible for the brand’s premiums at licensed packing plants.

“CAB acceptance is solely determined by 10 scientifically based specifications, which are evaluated by...
USDA,” says CAB feedlot specialist Paul Dykstra. “Marbling—or sufficient quality grade—is the number one hurdle that keeps cattle from meeting our brand’s standards.”

Being a licensed partner is an indication to Angus producers that a feedlot manager does not view their cattle as average commodities. The licensed feedlot can provide some level of individual animal management for optimum results.

The FLP database helps CAB identify what prevents cattle from marbling, among many other things. The company coordinates carcass data collection and reports it back to feedlots and their customers.

“We can’t own cattle and our licensed feedlots can’t feed them all,” says John Stika, CAB president. “But by working with Angus producers and this network of feedlots, we can gather information that will influence 100 percent of the cattle.”

That dataset now contains more than 1 million detailed rows of carcass data, returning a wealth of information about what affects CAB acceptance, says Fike. To make a difference with this data, dedicated feedlots need to enroll pens of cattle and help with the information flow, he says.

Jerry Bohn, manager of the 40,000-head Pratt Feeders yard, says it takes commitment at all levels.

“Our staff and our company want to be known as a feeder of high-quality cattle,” he says. “They work really hard to get good cattle, get them into our system and then get the information back to the owner.”

The last step is at least as important as the first one to Bohn, who wants to feed cattle that keep improving. “CAB helps us get that to the owners so they have information to digest and use to make changes in their operations, which in turn will be better for us and the consumer.”

Named for its proximity to Pratt, Kan., the feedlot licensed in 2003. “We hoped to attract more of the higher quality Angus cattle to feed,” says Bohn.
The October Cattle on Feed report was released showing 96 percent on feed from a year ago (average trade estimate 95.7). Placements are 109 percent of a year ago (trade estimate 104.9). Marketing’s came in at 97 percent compared to last year (average trade guess 96.0). The report was considered neutral for cattle.

Year to date, beef production is 0.8 percent above last year while cattle kill is 1.4 percent above. More cattle and less beef yet we are being told that packers and retailers are having trouble selling the beef.

Perhaps the uneasiness in the economy and the attack on discretionary income by the energy market is coming into play. Of course, the cheap competing meats, pork and poultry are catching the retail consumer’s eye. Seasonally, box beef price should firm up into the end of the year along with the live cattle price. USDA projects fourth quarter price for Choice Steers at 91 to 95. The first quarter of 2008 is projected between 90 and 96. We tend to think that price will exceed those levels as long as the economy holds together.

Corn price is likely to increase from the harvest lows. The latest supply and demand report from the USDA indicates US ending stocks at nearly two billion bushels, but only 58 days of inventory left at the end of the season. Exports are expected to increase by 125 million bushels and corn for ethanol to increase 1.1 billion over last year.

The US is expected to have a record crop of 13.3 billion bushels but usage at 12.6 billion bushels is record large as well. The USDA lowered ethanol use by 100 million bushels from the September report and the perception from the marketplace appears to be that the ethanol industry is slowing.
However, over the last few trading sessions, crude oil and unleaded gas have reached record levels. The markets perception of the ethanol industry will probably change if energy prices continue to rise.

World ending stocks for corn are projected to increase five million metric tons but days of inventory will be another day less and the lowest in modern history. Here again, production is slated to be record large but usage is record large as well.

The shortage of feed wheat around the world will spill over into the corn and sorghum market as a substitute feed. Even though Europe is not likely to import US GMO corn, they will import US sorghum. Should the US aggressively export sorghum supplies, US corn feed use will need to increase.

The marketplace seems to be more focused on supply as opposed to demand. This time of year supplies are the largest available.

From here on out, supplies will shrink as time goes on so, now is a good time to protect feed costs for the rest of the year since the outlook for drastically lower prices doesn’t look promising. USDA’s Keith Collins released their projections for next year’s planted acres. The USDA thinks corn planted acres will drop 6.6 million acres while bean acres will increase 6.3 million acres along with an increase in wheat planted acres of 3.6 million. A 6.6 million acre drop in corn acres for the 2008/09 crop year will be supportive in price in both old crop and new crop.

We also suggest buying put options on cattle and feeder cattle. Should the economy stay in good shape, prices will likely trade steady to up over the next few months. However, should the economy soften and energy prices continue higher, discretionary income will tighten and the retail consumer will seek out alternatives to high priced beef. We are optimistic, but cautious in these volatile times.

Schwieterman, Inc. is a Registered Commodity Trading Advisor in Garden City, Kansas. The information herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical sources believed to be reliable. However, such information has not been verified by us, and we do not make any representations as to the accuracy or completeness. Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. The risk of loss in trading commodity futures contracts can be substantial. You should therefore consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition. You may visit their website at www.upthelimit.com.
A Strategic Plan for Labor
by Don Tyler, Tyler & Associates

The successful, forward-thinking business person has an overall Strategic Plan for their business that includes a Vision Statement, a Mission Statement, Specific Goals and a Timetable for accomplishing those goals. Greater competition, rising benefit costs and a shrinking labor pool for employers in agriculture requires that we have an additional Strategic Plan for our long-term labor needs.

A Strategic Plan for Labor requires a discussion of some tough questions, such as:

• “Who will our labor force be in the next five to 10 years and where will we find them?”
• “What will their experience level be and how will we train them?”
• “What will the other employers in the area be offering five to 10 years from now and how will we compete with them for employees?”
• “How will we keep the good employees we have?”
• “How can our business become the “Employer of Choice” in our area?”

The value of having written Vision and Mission Statements cannot be over-emphasized.

• “What changes in technology can we implement that will reduce our labor needs?”
• “How will we train our employees in the use of new technology that requires a higher level of skill and knowledge?”
• “How do we progressively reduce our labor costs while continuing to pay competitive wages and benefits?”

These sample questions provide a basic introduction to the issues that must be investigated to develop your strategy. As they are discussed, it is essential to have an open format, perhaps with a meeting facilitator, to assure that all ideas are welcomed and that action steps are implemented.

Including a “SWOT” analysis in this discussion can be extremely helpful. SWOT stands for your Strengths, your Weaknesses, your Opportunities, and “Threats” to your business.

The plan needs to include a Vision for the labor force of the future, a Mission to help clarify...
their particular role in the business, specific Goals that can be measured to evaluate success, and a Timeline to keep the process moving on schedule.

The value of having written Vision and Mission Statements cannot be over-emphasized. Your Vision states the general direction and philosophy for the entire Company. The Mission statement is more specific, and reveals your values and commitment in certain areas. The Goals provide additional specifics, with action steps, which person is responsible for each action, and how the results will be measured. Providing a Timetable, with dates and expected accomplishments, holds everyone accountable for doing their part.

It has been widely stated that, “Unwritten goals are just dreams without a plan.” The specific types of goals that could be included in your Strategic Plan might be; specific efficiency targets, establishing and following labor budgets for each enterprise, hiring and turnover limits, certification and training goals, personal and professional development goals, measurable goals for employee satisfaction, recruiting goals, etc.

Developing the Strategic Plan for Labor will take time and dedication. Be certain to include some of your more valuable, long-term employees in the discussion, as well as other professionals from whom you regularly seek advice and counsel. The Vision Statement alone will provide you with clear direction as you consider business opportunities and encourage good employees to stay with you.

For more detailed information on how to develop a Strategic Plan (for the entire Company or just for Labor) with sample Vision and Mission Statements, Goals and Timelines, send an e-mail to don@dontyler.com with your request and questions.

For assistance with employee management issues, or for reference materials on these subjects, call Don or review his management book, “The Complete Guide To Managing Agricultural Employees ©” and his new audio series, “Introduction To Communications ©”. They can be reviewed at www.dontyler.com, or contact Don Tyler; Tyler & Associates, at 765-523-3259.
Shelf life concerns

Wet distiller grains with solubles (WDGS) have outstanding feed values, however they come with some management concerns. As we approach the winter months, preserving WDGS or extending the shelf life of these products is not as important as in the hot, winter months. But often, winter is the best time to consider viable options for a summer problem. Researching different options now can make the decision making process easier in the spring and summer, when the “heat is on,” so to speak.

No doubt, WDGS need a more stable shelf life. This is particularly true during hot weather, but can occur any time of the year. Cattle operations need consistent product without fear of “throwing cattle” off feed. WDGS can become less palatable after it leaves the distillery and is stored at the feedlot, farm or dairy. This can begin as quickly as two days in the summer for the wet material.

WDGS can become less palatable after it leaves the distillery in as quickly as two days in the summer for the wet material.

The practical way is to add a preservative to WDGS. A prescribed amount of a preservative is pumped on the solubles and then blended with the distillers grains. The preservative companies do not recommend adding the preservative at the farm or feedlot. They prefer it be added at the ethanol plant as the solubles are blended.

Kemin’s preservative additive

Western Wisconsin Energy from Boyceville, Wisconsin, treat their distillers grains with Kemin’s ZeniPro™. They reported to FeedLot Magazine that in their market area the WDGS is used by both feedlots and dairy farms. They are treating only part of their products on a demand basis. Their “modified distillers grains,” as they call their WDGS, is 40-50 percent dry matter from a two step drying process. They are working for a 12-14 day shelf life at the feedlot or...
farm in the summer. They stress the cooler the weather the longer the shelf life. They reported that the representative of the Kemin Company helped them with the installation of equipment to pump the preservative on to the WDGS.

**Alltech’s preservative additive**

Golden Triangle Energy Company of Craig, Missouri shared information with Feed-Lot Magazine about their program. They treat their “wet cake” as they call their WDGS with a product from Alltech called “CakeGuard™” to increase the shelf life. The product is treated by blending the distillers grain and the solubles as it is conveyed to their concrete slab for load out. It may be shipped immediately or occasionally may be held one to two days. Their customers are local and up to 120 miles to feedlots and dairies. They recommend that the treated WDGS be used in one week to ten days. They only treat their “wet cake” in the summer months. They will continue in the fall until October depending on the weather. During the winter the demand for their WDGS is high and the use rate appears to be more rapid by their customers. They report excellent repeat business from their customers.

**Storage and shelf life of WDGS**

Most feedlots and dairy will not store WDGS, however smaller operations may use “ag bags” or purchase treated WDGS. Prompt use of the WDGS will be the standard procedure if it is not stored in either plastic bags or preserved with an additive. Cattle operators monitor the condition of WDGS and discard products that are out of condition. Depending on the cost of treatment, preservative additives will help insure the safety of this perishable feed ingredient.

It appears most wet distillers that are stored in a plastic storage system keep well for several months. This has been successfully demonstrated with research trials at West Texas State University, South Dakota State University, Dairy Science Department and other stations. It comes in very hot (up to 190 degrees F) and usually is allowed to cool for 24 to 48 hours before it is packed in the storage bags. If the product is delivered promptly from the day of production to the feedlot and does not get contaminated, then a preservative additive may not be needed. But if there is a delay in delivery and storage, then spoilage may develop. If air is left in the bags or the bags are damaged, the wet distillers grain may go out of condition. Very putrid spoilage will begin to form in the spots where oxygen can reach the wet distillers.

**Comments by the author**

Regarding storage in storage bag systems, it is the opinion of this nutritionist that it is safer to have WDGS treated with a preservative if it will be stored for any length of time, and particularly if stored during the summer.

*Comments on this or any article by Dr. Sprague can be directed to him at 625 Grandview, Newton, Kansas, 67114 or call him at 316-283-8692.*

**Every Kernel Counts**

*Feed costs to fuel production are high. Preserve your corn’s maximum value with Biot® Buchner™ 40788 for more aerobic stability, less heating and more energy maintained in feed. Biot® Buchner™ 40788 is the only inoculant FDA reviewed for increased aerobic stability in high moisture corn and silage.*

Call 800-692-4700 for more information or visit www.QualitySilage.com for Best Management Tips.
Roughages…Many Choices for Effective Fiber

Report by James I. Sprague PhD Livestock Nutritionist

Grass hay not forgotten

Grass hay has a definite role for growing and feedlot rations. For example, in eastern Kansas in 2007, spring rains have stimulated harvesting prairie hay and brome hay. This hay is competitively priced compared to other roughages.

Grinding or processing of grass hay is interesting compared to alfalfa hay. The effective roughage factor is not destroyed as much as with alfalfa hay.

Processing without grinding

New methods of processing roughages by cutting or chopping with knives are an ideal method of processing grass hay for complete mixed rations. Some of these machines are also used to process bedding.

Kansas State University, at their 2007 Beef Stocker Conference, demonstrated the use of a “Roto-Mix Round Bale Slicer” for processing round baled hay for their stocker unit (see picture courtesy of Dr. Dale Blasi.) They report they can mix the sliced hay with other ingredients for a total mixed ration.

Caution is needed in attempting to mix long roughage in some mixers because of binding under the augers or paddles. At KSU, they use a small bale processing attachment on top of the mixer for further processing.

Ground corn stalks or straw

The material handling, including all the steps of harvesting, bailing, transporting, and grinding this very “rough” feedstuff, has stimulated the use of corn stalks and straw in feedlot rations. Yet its use for bedding in confinement feeding areas of the Corn Belt and the northern plains of the US and Canada has increased the price. Straw or stalks at one to five percent of beef finish rations is often used with high levels of wet distillers grains for effective fiber.

Alfalfa

Although tub ground alfalfa hay is the standard roughage in many feedyards, the increased price has led to the use of alternative roughages. Drought in many areas plus competition for quality alfalfa by dairy farms are some of the factors of increased price of alfalfa hay.

The availability of corn gluten feed and distillers grains with solubles with their protein credit have decreased the value of the protein in alfalfa hay.

Processing alfalfa hay by grinding has destroyed part of the protein.
effective roughage factor. This, in turn, encouraged the consideration of other roughages with more of a rumen “scratch factor.”

Even with high prices, alfalfa hay has advantages for feedlot rations. It is readily available on the high plains of the U.S. A feedlot can almost always count on a supply for their feedyard.

**Silages**

With the price of corn for livestock and ethanol production, corn silage and earlage may diminish as roughage source for feedlot cattle.

Alfalfa silage is used for feedlot rations. It not only adds the roughage factors, but the cut by the forage chopper gives a more uniform length of particles compared to ground alfalfa hay. Grass and alfalfa-brome silages are used in the eastern part of the US. One of the advantages of grass silage is getting the crop off and not worry about weather delays of hay harvest.

Small grain silages are outstanding succulent roughage.

**Roughage factors**

Nutritionists and feedlot managers will evaluate the different sources of roughages based on availability, consistency, quality and of course price. The roughage factor will be a “judgment call” based on visual evaluation followed by fiber tests. For example, I use a large white paper and spread out a sample of hay and evaluate the length of the cut and proportion of fine material. A method for evaluating a dried sample of corn silage by separating particle sizes is possible and accomplished in the field by some nutritionists. Then they will use chemical test for fiber; either of crude fiber, acid detergent or neutral detergent fiber to estimate the energy value and an “effective fiber” value. Protein analysis will give a credit or debit to the evaluation process. Then nutritionists and managers can evaluate alternative roughage sources.
South Dakota Indoor Feedlot Says Facility Offers Advantages
by Loretta Sorensen

Merlin Vannorsdel and his son Scott of Viborg, South Dakota, are not newcomers to the cattle business. Merlin’s father established their first outdoor feedlot in 1948 when he began farming the land where Merlin and Scott still live.

A small stream on their property initially ran through their feedlot. As the years went by and the Vannorsdels considered how they could remain in compliance with Department of Natural Resources regulations and maintain their beef production, they began researching their options.

“We didn’t have room for a lagoon,” Merlin says. “We didn’t want to get out of the cattle business, so we opted for an indoor feedlot.”

The Vannorsdel’s feedlot is 770 feet long and 100 feet wide. The building has a steeply sloped roof which leaves the structure open to the south, to ensure that the cattle have plenty of sunshine and air. On the north, between the roof and the floor, a 10-foot opening with a curtain feature allows the Vannorsdel’s to open the area for increased ventilation or close it during adverse weather conditions.

Six 85 by 120 foot pens hold up to 300 cattle each. A 50-foot wide working bay in the middle of the building provides a squeeze chute the Vannorsdels use to administer vaccinations or medicine.

Because they toured nearly 20 similar feedlots before finalizing the design of their own, the Vannorsdels had a good idea of what to expect when they moved their cattle to the new facility. What they appreciate about their new process is a significant reduction in maintenance requirements.

“We spent quite a bit of time keeping the mud out of that outdoor lot,” Merlin says. “Snow was probably our worst problem. You had to move it away from the feedlot or it would melt and keep the lot muddy for a long time.”

Just four to eight inches of mud can reduce feed intake by five to 15
percent, reduce daily gains by 25 to 37 percent, and significantly increase the amount of feed required per pound of gain. Because they are well aware of the negative effect a wet feedlot can have on cattle, the Vannorsdels were diligent about monitoring the conditions of their cattle yard. Providing that kind of care meant that their personal schedules had to be flexible enough to address the needs of the cattle on any given day.

With their indoor facility, the Vannorsdels can maintain conditions of the lot more consistently because weather conditions no longer directly affect the area where the cattle are housed.

“Now we know we clean the feedlot once a week, the same day every week, and we know about how much time it will take,” Merlin says. “That makes everything else a little bit easier. The time we set to work with our cattle isn’t all spent on maintaining yards. It’s still work, it’s just different work.”

To keep the feedlot pens from freezing in the winter, the Vannorsdels must maintain enough animals in each pen.

“Once it freezes,” Merlin says, “it’s hard for the cows to get around in that pen. It’s like trying to walk on rocks.”

Monitoring the health of their cows in the indoor feedlot requires close inspection on a daily basis because cattle can’t withdraw from the herd if they are experiencing problems.

“It’s just harder to spot a cow that’s having a problem,” Merlin says. “Once we do see a cow that needs to be treated or separated from the herd, it’s a little easier when they’re confined like this.”

The Vannorsdels maintained an outdoor lot for part of their cattle and have noticed that summer heat isn’t as much of a problem for the cattle in the indoor lot because they are always shaded. The building is constructed to draw a breeze through the area too. They believe that will result in a more consistent gain for the cattle held inside.

“You have a lot more control over the conditions that cattle are in,” Merlin says. “That may be more true in the summer than in the winter. Still, the cattle aren’t as exposed to the weather in the winter either.”

A 50-foot working bay located in the center of the Vannorsdel’s feedlot allows them to separate and treat their cattle as necessary.

It’s Open Season on Protozoa!
Steve Cote, Conservationist with USDA NRCS (Natural Resources Conservation Service) District at Arco, Idaho, gives seminars on how to improve cattle handling methods. “I learned about livestock handling from Bud Williams. The way cattle are handled is a lot of the problem in cattle stress. You can prevent weaning stress that causes sickness and poor gains,” he says.

“With a different way of handling, you stress cattle less and have more control over them. You can move large herds all mothered up, with no wadding up. Cattle don’t take off to get away from everyone like they do when pushed too hard. If you move cattle in a way they feel they are still in control, they cooperate. They don’t feel forced, and can be with their calf, so they are not upset. If you move cows mothered up, they move very well.”

With his methods, he can load cattle into a trailer out in the middle of a field without any help—not even a dog or horse. “If you do it right, they’ll go in the trailer and stay there, even if you don’t shut the tailgate.”

At seminars he shows ways to sort cattle, how to take cattle away from a bunch, put a cow into a pen and leave the gate open—and have her stand quietly. He demonstrates how to place cattle in rotational systems—without any fences, and the cattle (about 25 of them) will stay on 5 to 7 acres. They go to water and drink, then go back to where he put them, every day.

You must quit forcing cattle, and use methods they understand. “It’s very important to give them relief from pressure. Most people shove and pressure cattle and keep pressing even if the cow goes the right direction, so she rebels. Also, you’ve got to give them a second to figure it out. Cattle must understand what you want, and the handler has to operate in a way that cattle know there IS relief from pressure,” he says.

“If you walk directly toward the side of an animal, it should walk straight ahead. If you walk with the direction of flow, cattle will stop as

---

We’ve had really good luck with Roto-Mix. We’ve found the staggered rotor cuts mixing time by 5 revolutions per load while using less horsepower doing it. We’ve used Roto-Mix for over 25 years. They’re durable and very seldom break down. We’ve experimented with other boxes and found that Roto-Mix is the brand we trust.

Steve Niewohner
Owner / Manager, Niewohner Brothers FL
Elgin, NE

Designed for Sound, Solid Performance

2205 E. Wyatt Earp • P.O. Box 1724 • Dodge City, KS 67801
620-225-1142 • www.rotomix.com
you go by their shoulder. If you walk against them, parallel to the direction they’re going, towards their back end—straight by them—they speed up. If they’re walking, they should pick up the pace, and if they are stopped, they should start walking,” he explains.

If you handle them correctly they react to the handling rather than the facility. Some people do everything at once, processing cattle, because they aren’t able to get the cattle back into the corral and chute again that easily. But with cattle that are well handled, you can bring them in, give them a shot, turn them out, bring them back to dehorn or brand, and bring them back in again.

If you handle them right, it produces a manageable animal.

“IT’s a great way to handle cattle. It doesn’t cost anything to do, and sickness rate plummets. When I used to receive calves at a feedlot, it was typical to have them mill around the pen; the boss would tell me to leave them alone for a few days until they quit milling and get settled. They go around in a group kicking up dust, and stressed, not eating much, and lose weight,” he says.

“Bud taught me how to receive calves. As soon as they come in, they should be worked gently, to take the stress off from shipping. I have them put their minds on me by asking them to do some simple things. Within 45 minutes I have them all on feed and water; the corral is quiet, rather than three or four days of bawling,” says Cote.

“If you handle them right, cattle are quiet and comfortable. They don’t get sick as readily. I thought at first that cattle were tough, but they are not that tough—especially calves. They get sick easily. If you mishandle them, sickness skyrockets. Many people are saying that even doing this half right has reduced their sickness,” says Cote.♦
Lice are profit robbers, reducing weight gains and making animals more susceptible to disease—especially during colder months when lice populations increase. There are several methods for controlling lice, including injectable and pour on products. One relatively new product is called Clean Up.

Dr. Jack Lloyd, recently retired from University of Wyoming, says the chemical in this topical pour on has been around for quite awhile, but was not made available for control of ectoparasites such as lice until recently. “We did research many years ago on this for lice control, and were very impressed with it, and reported on it. But nothing happened with it for years. Then three years ago Boehringer Ingelheim made it available for lice and horn fly control,” says Lloyd.

“There are two active ingredients. One is diflubenzeron (dimilin), an insect growth regulator that has been available for horn fly control as a bolus, for several years.” For horn fly control, the ingredient in the bolus goes into the manure and kills developing fly maggots by inhibiting their growth.

“The other ingredient in the lice product is permethrin, which doesn’t do much on sucking lice but controls chewing lice. The best thing about Clean Up is the dimilin which is effective against both types of lice. We are excited about this product. The insect growth regulator is not toxic to humans. It affects the cuticle of the immature insect so it can’t go from one stage to the next so it dies in the molting process,” explains Lloyd.

The cattle product is a pour on that’s easy to use; it doesn’t have to be mixed. It’s ready to use right out of the container, to be poured along the backline of the animal. “It then moves through the hair coat and tends to cover the whole animal, but is not systemic. It is not absorbed at all; it stays on the surface. The dimilin seems to be quite residual. Researchers in Australia felt it lasts a long time,” he says.

“It probably lasts several months.” Sometimes, however, it is necessary to retreat, if treated animals get exposed to animals with lice before winter is over and become reinfested, or were underdosed when they were treated, or maybe one got missed. If you mix treated and untreated cattle, or if they have fenceline contact, the treated animals become exposed again.

“If an animal shows evidence of lice or is itching before winter ends, you can administer another dose of pour on (depending on the product and label). Usually by the time you notice the cattle itching again, however, the lice populations are going down again.”

Warmer weather tends to inhibit them. One treatment with Clean Up usually gets cattle through the winter pretty well. It’s a relatively inexpensive product, compared with some of the systemic products being used.
Another new topical product is available for lice control, an Eli Lilly product called Elector (active ingredient Spinosad). This is a pour-on also, but not systemic. The active ingredient is a material produced by micro-organisms and has a different mode of action than other products.

According to Richard Hack at Eli Lilly, Spinosad is an organic molecule derived from a fermentation process and is in a different class than pyrethroids or organophosphates. This product has been available in the U.S. for four years and can be used as a pour-on or spray. The battle against lice is ongoing, every fall and winter, but research keeps coming up with effective products to help the stockman in that fight.

Carcass Ultrasound 101

By Patrick Wall, Dir. of Communications, National CUP Lab

With all of the incentives to raise Choice and Prime cattle, it’s easy to see why so much selection pressure has been placed on marbling. However, how ultrasound “measures” marbling often needs an explanation. Percent Intramuscular Fat, or %IMF, is the common ultrasound term for marbling, but it needs further explanation.

In short, %IMF is simply an indicator trait for marbling, much like Birth Weight EPD is an indicator of calving ease. With high marbling EPDs and carcass quality genetics demanding top dollar in the sale ring, it is extremely important producers understand what they are buying.

The major difference between %IMF and marbling is that %IMF is a numeric objective measure, whereas marbling is subjective to the eye of the grader. The correlation is usually around +.70 to +.80 between the two measures. In order to accurately predict USDA marbling score using ultrasound, the same grader would need to be used for every research trial. As a result, a chemical extraction procedure was adopted, using the percentage of intramuscular fat in the ribeye muscle. The collection of %IMF comes from taking a thin slice of the ribeye in the cooler. The steak is then frozen, ground up, and ether extract analysis determines the fat percentage from a sub-sample of the ribeye. Thus, a live animal with an ultrasound estimate of 4.0%IMF should also produce a carcass with a ribeye steak that has 4.0 percent fat within it.

This method captures saturated and unsaturated fat cells, both of which contribute to the eating experience of the consumer. USDA Graders can only measure fat or marbling they can see when assessing quality grade. Typical chain speed in a harvest facility often does not give ample time for some fats to “bloom” or whiten before the carcass is stamped for quality. As a result, some animals are sent to a “re-grade” rail in the cooler to allow more time for fat cells to appear to the human eye.

Some High Select carcasses will actually reach Low Choice if given this opportunity.
Calf scours can cause major economic losses for cow/calf producers, as great as 50 percent death losses in severe situations, according to Iowa State University research. Some calves die of scours. While some do recover with treatment; scours treatment costs valuable time and money. In addition, research shows calves treated for scours weigh as much as 35 pounds less at weaning than healthy calves.

The good news is the occurrence of calf scours can be minimized and often prevented through management practices that reduce exposure and enhance immunity to the common scours pathogens. Minimizing or preventing scours is a multistep, management-reliant endeavor that involves three tiers: the animal, the infectious agents responsible for the illness and the environment.

Simply put, sanitation, animal management and vaccination are the key starting points for scour prevention, reminds John Rodgers, DVM and veterinarian with Pfizer Animal Health, Fairmont, Minn.

“Develop a plan to clean up calving areas from last season to reduce the concentrations of scours pathogens,” Rodgers says. “In all actuality, the environment should be the first variable that producers consider, as wet, unsanitary conditions and mud can be primary culprits behind calf scours.”

It’s also important to work with your local veterinarian to choose a demonstrated, broad-spectrum vaccine and plan vaccination for the cows and heifers prior to calving, but not too early.

“We know production of colostral antibodies begins about five weeks prior to calving and peaks at two weeks pre-calving. To ensure the cow’s passive immunity is at optimum levels, vaccination and revaccination should be done according to labeled directions, and ideally close to calving, so important antibodies are as high as possible in the cow’s colostrum,” Rodgers explains.

“The vaccination window for a product such as ScourGuard® 4KC coincides well with the peak in the cows’ colostral antibody levels,” Rodgers continues. “Initial vaccination with ScourGuard in previous years, an annual booster should be given 3 to 6 weeks prior to calving.”

♦

THERE’S A NEW
ICE PREVENTER
IN TOWN

MiniSweeper™
From Baker Products Ltd
Manufacturer of the Ice Sweeper™

No Adjustment Ever • Minimum Water Usage
All Brass Construction • Stainless Steel Valve Rod
Replaceable Rubber Seat

There are two versions of the MiniSweeper™, and both prevent surface ice in a waterer. The MiniSweeper™ is used when plumbing and float valve are totally submerged below the water level.

The MiniSweeper Plus™ is recommended if any plumbing or float valve is exposed to air above water level. The MiniSweeper Plus™ protects the exposed plumbing from freezing while preventing surface ice.

Both products install near the float valve on the water supply pipe.

Each unit comes with 24” of Hose • Air Gap • Weighted Nozzle
1 Year Limited Replacement Warranty
MiniSweeper™ $84.95 • MiniSweeper Plus™ $99.75
Contact your waterer manufacturer or go to www.wintersafe.com
WEST POINT DESIGN SPREADALL

FEATURES THAT COUNT:

- 16 or 20 Ton Capacity
- 6’ x 20’ or 7’ x 20’ Box
- 20 or 22 Ton Truck Mounted Spreader w/7’ x 20’ or 7’ x 22’ Box Available
- Variable Speed Apron with Heavy-Duty Double Apron Chain
- Tandem Oscillating Running Gear
- High Floatation Tires
- Heavy-Duty Frame & Components
- Aggressive Distributor with Curved Teeth for Even Spread of Material
- Box Made from No Rust Composite Material

WEST POINT DESIGN, INC.
2074 So. Hwy. 275 / West Point, NE 68788
(402) 372-2408

COUNTRY WELDING BOX SCRAPER

WEST POINT IMPLEMENT is the distributor for the Country Welding Box Scraper

THE QUALITY SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!

- Excellent for Leveling Feed Yards (especially in winter months for cleaning off frozen manure)
- Constructed from 1/2” Thick Steel and 6”x6” Box Beams (weight is built-in, no need to add any)
- Complete with Dual Hydraulic Cylinders, Hoses and Tips
- Four 235/16 10-ply Recap Tires with 6 Bolt Hubs
- Standard with See Through Extension (allows for Easy See-Through Visibility
- Swivel Clevis Hitch
- Available in 10’, 12’ & 14’ Widths
- Lift Height at Blade Edge - 23”

WEST POINT IMPLEMENT, INC.
2074 So. Hwy. 275 / West Point, NE 68788
(402) 372-2408

Agriculture
Engineering
Associates

Three Decades of Technical Leadership
EQIP Technical Service Provider
- Feedlot Design
- Shipping / Receiving Facilities
- Processing / Sorting Facilities
- Environmental Permitting and Compliance
- Natural System
- Grass Filters, Buffer Strips
- Constructed Wetlands
- Infiltration Areas
- Water Supply and Distribution
- Ethanol Production

Bill’s Volume Sales, Inc.
PO Box 277 • Central City, NE 68826
800-658-4375

Check Out This Great Selection of Used Mixers

BJM Sales & Service, Inc.
RRI, Box 870 • Hereford, TX 79045
806-364-7470

USED MIXER SALE

Grandin Livestock Systems
3504 North Shields / Fort Collins, CO 80524
970-229-0703
www.grandin.com

PROCESSING, SORTING and SHIPPING LAYOUTS
By World Famous Dr. Grandin — Originator of Curved Ranch Corrals

CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICE AVAILABLE
Proven designs used by the largest cattle companies. Drawings for gates, hinges, latches, V-chute, crowd tub, sorting pens and loading ramp plus cattle behavior information.

BOOK OF LAYOUTS $55 Check/MO
For Large & Small Operations
INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO on low stress cattle handling.
VHS $59 – DVD $68
DVD set includes additional Spanish video and picture CD

Check Out This Great Selection of Used Mixers

BJM Sales & Service, Inc.
RRI, Box 870 • Hereford, TX 79045
806-364-7470

USED MIXER SALE

Bill’s Volume Sales, Inc.
PO Box 277 • Central City, NE 68826
800-658-4375

Check Out This Great Selection of Used Mixers

BJM Sales & Service, Inc.
RRI, Box 870 • Hereford, TX 79045
806-364-7470

USED MIXER SALE
**TMR Mixer Parts**
- Largest Parts Selection Anywhere
- Fast Service
- Immediate Shipment
- Less Downtime

**Scales & Service**
- Accurate & Thorough Service
- Quick Turnaround On Repairs
- Professionally Trained Staff
- Loaners Available

Ask about the SAC Service Center near you!

**World’s Largest Selection of TMR Mixer Parts**
Sioux Automation Center, Inc.
877 1st Avenue NW • Sioux Center, IA 51250
712.722.1488 • Toll Free: 866.722.1488
Visit Online: www.siouxautomation.com

---

**FEEDLOT FINANCING**
Farm Credit offers financing for...
- Facility & Land
- Operating Loans
- Customer Cattle & Feed
- Feed Yard Equipment & Rolling Stock

Farm Credit

**Farm Credit of SW Kansas**
Garden City 800-799-6549
Dodge City 800-799-6547
Liberal 800-799-6553
Scott City 800-799-6563

**Farm Credit of Western Kansas**
(Colby) 800-657-6048

High Plains Farm Credit
Dodge City 800-289-5370
Larned 800-864-4458
Hays Phillipsburg 800-815-8593
Pratt 866-672-1265

---

The “Only” Concrete water bowl designed in the North where it REALLY gets COLD!!

**CANCRETE CATTLE WATERER**

Manufactured in USA

Pre-casting concrete is a technology all its own, so we felt that to properly design and engineer a water bowl that would stand up to “all” the elements, it should be done in the north where it actually gets cold. The biggest issue with this style of bowl is that it must have the ability to endure freeze-thaw cycles. We then take all the best of these solutions and put good old U.S.A. work ethic and pride to use to produce a water bowl that your grandchilden should be using!

Tin and plastic have a lifespan on the farm and in feedlots. Concrete doesn’t! They are proven performers. These are waterers your kids will be using. They won’t however, be wasting their time thawing them out or repairing them constantly.

Cancrete’s extra features:
- Stainless steel hoods, service doors and components
- Epoxy-coated for resistance to sodium, etc.
- Air-entrained concrete high PSI will assure long life
- Winter problems are eliminated by high-efficiency elements or continuous flow coupled with closed cell insulation

MODEL C350
- No sharp corners
- Deepest bowl in the industry for maximum water-holding capacity

We have models for calves, buffalo, bulls and from 50-head models to 700 head. Call for a free full-color brochure and pricing.

Go to our Web site for a full brochure & dealer locations

**WWW.CANCRETE.COM**
ADVANCED AGRI-DIRECT (USA) INC.
York, Nebraska

When all you want is “EVERYTHING”!!
Toll Free 1-866-398-5546 Local 402-362-0122
advagri@cancrete.com

---

**EZ RATION**
PROCESSOR
RCMR Inc.

**Patented Technology**

— Blending Feeds —
Hottest thing going in the beef industry!

- Process & blend hay
- Change mix on the go
- Grain, Silage, & Scale options

No Better, Cheaper, Quicker Way to feed cows and start calves
1 800 242 9599
www.ezration.com
ezration@ezration.com

---

Box 440 | Kim, CO 81029
Livestock Waterers

SUPERIOR FEATURES:
• Electric heat or constant flow models (available in all sizes with custom designing available)
• New Ice Sweeper™ frost preventer available
• Unique, easy-clean brass drain
• Stainless steel trough
• Thick-walled, insulated and reinforced steam cured concrete frame
• Brass water inlet to high volume, trouble-free valve system

SUPERIOR
LIVESTOCK WATERERS
Hereford, Texas
800-299-8265
www.superiortanks.com

Ferrell-Ross
Flaking Mills

FlakeMaster Mills are available in a size to fit your capacity needs from 18 x 36, 20 x 36, 20 x 42, 24 x 48, 24 x 56, 28 x 56 to 32 x 68

High Capacity, Energy Efficient, Unmatched Dependability, Low Maintenance, Lower Cost/Ton

Ferrell-Ross is the original, a pioneer in Steam Flaking with designs often imitated, but never duplicated.

C&S CATTLE EQUIPMENT
Sales 800-257-0097
Cummings Sales, Inc. / Garden City, KS
email: cscattle@pld.com
www.cattleequipment.com

24 x 56 Dual-Drive FlakeMaster

SAVES YOU MONEY.

Now you can buy the C&S Commercial Processor Chute and attach any of our headgates.

Scissors Head Gates
Rotary Head Gates
Ultra-Slide Head Gates

Since 1975
**Mist Sprayers Resources, Inc.**

- **Insect Control** — Mosquito (West Nile), grasshopper, flies
- **Pasture & Range** — Fence rows, road ditches, brush, and thistle
- **Livestock Fly Control** — Cow/calf, dairy, feedlots, swine, and poultry confinement
- **Specialized Uses** — Cities, parks, campgrounds, fly, mosquitoes, and tick control

Ask Us About Organic Insect Control

877-924-2474
www.mistsprayers.com sales@mistsprayers.com

**Dirks Earthmoving**

**Precision Land Forming**

- Livestock Pen Shaping
- Lagoon Construction
- Conservation Practices
- Site Preparation • Laser Equipped

**Call Toll Free**

1-877-872-3057
cell # - 620-872-1793
Richard Dirks - Scott City, KS
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**THE BATCH BOX**

GIVES YOU 1/3 MORE USE OF FEED TRUCKS WITH 1/3 LESS MAN HOURS

While the truck is unloading the loader is refilling the Batch Box.

**STREAMLINE YOUR FEEDING WITH A BATCH BOX**

402-843-5671
feedingsystems.biz

Feeding Systems, LLC
309 Plantation St. • Elgin, NE 68636
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**Holcomb Feedlot Scaper with Removable Chisel**

- Heavy construction with removable chisel points.
- 10,000 lb. hub and spindels.

Ideal for chiseling along fence lines, waterers and any place where manure is packed. Various sizes available.

620-277-2333
Box 249 / Holcomb KS 67851
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**Bowman Livestock Equipment Company**

**Attention Feed Lot Managers!** — The Bowman Heavy Duty XL Hydraulic Squeeze Chute is the heaviest chute available on the market today. Weighing in at 3200 lbs, all hydraulic, this chute has no linkage to wear out and a very quiet power unit. The Heavy Duty XL Hydraulic Squeeze Chute measures 8 feet 8 inches long, with a 30 inch wide floor and is 6 feet in height. This chute is designed to stand up to the demands of large Feed Lots.

**OPTIONS:**
- Hydraulic head bender
- Headgate extensions
- Hydraulic adjustable bottom
- With or without a tilt option

America’s Premier Cattle Handling Equipment

785-258-3991
www.bowmanlivestockequipment.com
sales@bowmanlivestockequipment.com
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**Fly Problems?**

Got manure? We have the cure!

Total Fly Management Program
BUY DIRECT & SAVE

Entomologist consultation available

Toll Free: 800-832-1113
Phone: 830-757-1181
Fax: 830-757-1468

www.kunafin.com
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We Carry the Full Line of Kuhn Knight Mixers Mounted on International or Kenworth Trucks.

Let your advertising dollar work for you. Advertising in FeedLot Magazine will bring the customers that you are looking for. Call 1-800-747-7575 to find out more.

“I like the quality. They’re good heavy bunks, with straight backs, fronts and a flat bottom. The inside edges are curved or filled in. Making the bunks much stronger. There big bunks but that doesn’t pose any problem. We’ve had some 2 weight cattle in here and there wasn’t any trouble. The guys that delivered them were real professionals, they said they would be here at daylight and they were. They put them in and were out of the way.”

Rick Tyree
Owner
Alva, Oklahoma

Manure, Slurry, Sludge, Silage, Corn Glutton, Beet Pulp, SmithCo Hauls it All.
Stock Pile, Spread, Stability, Selection, Service...SmithCo
NO SLIP FLOOR MATS

HEAVY DUTY CENTER TREAD 5 POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT

FOR ANYWHERE ANIMALS MAY SLIP
• Processing Areas • Livestock Trailers
• Alley and Walk Ways • Horse Trailers

Double D Family Mat Shop, Inc.
CALL 1-785-673-4326
RT 1 Box 18, Park, KS 67751
www.ddfamilymats.net

ROLLO CORRUGATING & GRINDING SERVICE

Four U.S. Locations
• Creason Corrugating &
Machinery Co., Inc.
Wichita, KS • 800-644-0061
• Creason Corrugating Co.
Chattanooga, TN • 888-797-1983
• Utah Machine & Mill Supply
Salt Lake City, UT • 801-364-2812
• Sid’s Corrugating &
Machinery, Inc.
Wichita, KS • 316-263-9496
artheny_creason@yahoo.com

MIDWEST MIXER SERVICE
We offer a full line of
Kuhn Knight and Harsh Mixers.

KUHN

Midwest Mixer of Dodge City
1501 South Second
Dodge City, KS 67801
1-800-280-7150

HARSH

Midwest Mixer of Scott City
1523 South Main
Scott City, KS 67871
1-800-280-7251

www.midwestmixer.com

HEIFER SPAYING SERVICES

450-550 Head Spayed/Day
• Better Grazing & Feedlot Gains
• No Pregnancies & Riding
• Eliminate Estrous Suppression Drugs
• Eliminate Preg Checking Costs
• Co-mingle Steers & Heifers
  • Fewer Prolapses
• Happier Neighbors and Customers
• Vaginal Spaying Eliminates Incision Scarring & Flank Damage

Daryl Meyer, DVM
1-800-494-1045
Now Manage Waste with Accurate Application

802-19 Waste Disposal Truck

The “Patent Pending” belt and retention gate system with high-speed vertical beaters give precise application of all waste disposal. Heavy-duty polyethylene chamber.

- Empty weight 14,000 lb.
- 802 cu. ft. heaped, 570 cu. ft. struck capacity
- 40,000 lb. load to fit any minimum 400hp chassis
- Available with electronic scales

362-12 Trailer and 532-16, 672-20 Truck or Trailer
Also Available

2205 E. Wyatt Earp • Dodge City, KS 67801
(620)225-1142 • www.rotomix.com

HUNTER AGRI. CONSTRUCTION

Jerry Hunter, Owner

PLAN & DESIGN

SLIP FORM CONCRETE BUNKS
Dirt Work — Laser Control
Fencing — Ditching — Portable Concrete Plant
Butler Metal Buildings and Grain Bins
Pour-in-Place Bunk For Small Jobs

Turnkey Feedlot Construction
806-244-5330 — 800-644-5330
HIWAY 54 WEST • P.O. BOX 464 • DALHART, TX 79022

ANIMAL BREEDING

- Pregnancy Testing
- AI • Herd Health
- Calf Delivery & Calf Care
And Many Other Services You and Your Help Will Be Able To Do

SAVE TIME, MONEY AND CATTLE CALL
1-800-552-3538 or Write for Free Catalog / Class Schedule
Graham School, Inc.
641 W. Hwy 31 • Dept. FL • Garnett, KS 66032
www.grahamschool.com

For additional information that is sure to benefit your operation.

feedlotmagazine.com
New Products

Bobcat Company
Bobcat Company recently launched the S100 skid-steer loader as the newest model to Bobcat’s line of compact equipment. The new S100 replaces the Bobcat 553 skid-steer loader. The S100 features a 1,000-pound rated operating capacity and a narrow width of 50 inches. The S100 skid-steer loader features a new deluxe cab and a completely new instrument panel that places additional functionalities and state-of-the-art diagnostic capabilities at operators’ fingertips.

Pfizer
DRAXXIN® (tulathromycin) Injectable Solution recently received a control claim from the Food and Drug Administration for Mycoplasma bovis, one of the leading causes of bovine respiratory disease (BRD). The product is now the first and only antibiotic approved for the treatment and control in cattle at high risk of developing BRD for all of the four major BRD disease pathogens, including Mycoplasma bovis.

Zinpro
Zinpro Corporation announces the release of Ask Zinpro, a new robust, interactive CD-ROM program that delivers answers to mineral and vitamin questions from a world-renowned veterinary toxicologist.

Kuhn
Kuhn Farm Machinery expands its range of Gyrorakes with a high-performance, high-capacity, side-delivery rotary rake designed for large-scale livestock farmers and commercial hay growers. The new GA 8020 rake features a DIN working width of 25’ 7”, and has two, large, hydraulically-driven Masterdrive® rotors for minimal maintenance and long life.

The patented 3-D rotor suspension allows the unit to follow the terrain while gently and cleanly raking without moving dirt into the crop. All functions are controlled using a control box from the tractor cab for increased operator comfort. These include windrow width, raking height and folding for transport.

Bowman Livestock
Bowman Livestock Equipment introduces their new Heavy Duty XL Hydraulic Chute. This is the heaviest chute available on the market today. Weighs 3200 lbs, all hydraulic, no linkage to wear out with a very quiet power unit. The chute measures 8 feet 8 inches long, with a 30 inch wide floor, 6 feet in height.

Elanco
Producers, veterinarians and nutritionists can receive timely industry analysis, news and commentary through BeefCast™ a new podcast that can be accessed easily on the Internet or via an iPod®. Each week, three 10- to 15-minute programs, which feature experts’ comments on beef production, industry issues and other wide-ranging topics, are produced. BeefCast™ podcasts are sponsored exclusively by Elanco Animal Health, hosted by Ned Arthur of Truffle Media Networks and made available free to listeners.
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Connect Nutrients

A forged connection must have the right fit. Cargill sees nutrients as the link between nutrient supply and nutrient demand.

A sharper focus in sourcing nutrients and defining demand helps you achieve desired animal performance. Our expertise and proven processes, like the Cargill MAX™ system, deliver the right balance. This is how Cargill works with customers.

Explore our approach at www.cargillanimalnutrition.com.

collaborate > create > succeed
Promises Made.

Promises Kept.

“This is the first Kuhn Knight mixer we’ve ever owned. We increased our size and decided to buy a reel mixer. We’re very impressed with the machine. We like the way it mixes our high-roughage ration. We feed a hay silage combination for our bulls. The feed flows more evenly and freely compared to an auger mixer. We feed in a lot of home-made bunks and tires and the conveyor really puts out the feed. There is no need to back up while feeding. It pulls real easy and the gate control is easy. In time, as we grow, I’ll buy another. Service is excellent and the few parts we’ve needed have been shipped overnight. We’ve had low and easy maintenance with the mixer.”

Doug Schmitt
H. M. Schmitt, Inc. Complete Cattle Feeding, Tipton, KS
“Home of the Kansas Bull Test”

Brodhead, WI • Phone: 608-897-2131
Greeley, CO • Phone: 970-351-0444
www.kuhnnorthamerica.com

World-Wide Leader in TMR Mixers!

See the Commercial Reel TMR mixers at these Kuhn Knight dealers:

COLORADO
Kuhn Knight of Greeley
Greeley
Semco, Inc.
Lamar

KANSAS
Mid-America Truck Equipment
Belleville
Midwest Mixer Service
Dodge City
Scott City

MONTANA
Western Ranch Supply
Billings

NEBRASKA
Landmark Implement
Holdrege
Kuhn Knight of Lexington
Lexington
Harms Equipment
Oakland
Steve's Truck & Equipment
Scottsbluff

NEW MEXICO
Tidenberg Welding & Repair
Clovis
South Plains Implement
Deming
Mesquite

TEXAS
Roberts Truck Center
Amarillo

For names of dealers in other areas go to:
www.kuhnnorthamerica.com